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Chapter 76 : Can you do it?! 

Instead of directly meeting the old man who stood at one side… Das started 
observing the training given by Ruth aunty. All the fighter sat in a half circle to 
see the demonstration by Ruth. She is using a one of the fighters to show the 
fighting stances. 

She showing the angle of attack and release posture of a punch. Before 
everyone's eyes, she showed the difference between the punching force of 
normal stance and her method of fighting stances. 

People really convinced at her methods as the strength of each punch 
increased with her methods. As she is guiding two people in front of all the 
fighters, every one observed carefully. Finally, after demonstrating for half an 
hour… she asked everyone to practice on their own. 

"Hey smelly brat… why are you still standing there? Are you staring at body?" 
Ruth asked with straight face as Das is continues to look at her while thinking 
deeply about something. 

"Sorry miss, I'm in a daze." Das replied as Ruth is walking towards him. 

"I'm not a miss… Call me Ruth. Why are you here? Do you wanna learn 
fighting?" Ruth asked with a taunting look. 

"Sorry… But I'm here for him." Das replied while pointing at the old man who 
gave him a promise last time. 

"Oh… you are here for master Chen. Haha… master Chen come here." Ruth 
called the old man with finger gesture. Das did not like her arrogant gesture 
and playful demeanour. But he bears with it as she did not cross his bottom 
line. 

"Master Chen, this brat said he came for you… do you know him?" Ruth 
asked with her raised eye brows. Master Chen nodded his head as an 
approval. 



"Hmmm… Brat, ask him what do you want?" Ruth said acting like a main 
character in a movie. 

"Master Chen, do you remember the promise you made. You said you will 
train me if I join your training centre." Das asked with an expected look. 

"Yes… I remember it and still I stand on my words." Master replied calmly. 

"Then please train me… I want your guidance." Das said as he bowed his 
head to master Chen. 

"Hahaha…" before master Chen gave a reply… Ruth started laughing loudly 
while clutching her stomach. 

"Brat, are you an idiot. Can't you see who is stronger in this training centre. I 
can defeat this old man in ten moves." Ruth said with a proud face. 

"I'm the one, you should request for training… why are you pleading this old 
man?" Ruth added as she got upset with Das's behaviour. 

"Sorry Ms. Ruth, I don't want to get training from you." Das said casually in a 
relaxed manner. 

"What!!?... but why?!!... Are looking down on me because I'm a woman?" Ruth 
asked with blood shot eyes. She is razing with anger because she got looked 
down by a half age brat. 

"Nah… Don't misunderstand Ms. Ruth. I have a valid reason behind words." 
Das said trying cool down her anger. But his words made her more angry. 

"Brat, if you don't tell me a valid reason, you will receive my punch on your 
pretty face." Ruth said in a threatening tone while gesturing her hand like a 
punch. 

"Ms. Ruth, I observed you for a long time during your demonstration. All you 
training is about increasing the strength. But I'm not here for strength… I want 
improve my control and instinct. So, your style of teaching won't fit for me." 
Das explained everything in detail. But Ruth completely misunderstood his 
words. 

"You bastard… you dared to insult me!!!..." Ruth directly raised her hand to 
deliver a tight slap. She did not hold back in that slap as she using her full 



force. Before the old Chen stop her, she already released her hand towards 
Das face. 

Just before the slap landed on Das cheeks, her hand came to a standstill. 
Even after increasing the force, it did not move a single inch forward. 

"You dared to resist me?... Hmmhh… Ruth released another punch with her 
other hand. But Das also clutched her other hand. Even though Das 
completely held both of her hands, he can 't flinch them backwards. 

"This brainless lady definitely had a great strength…" Das thought while 
holding her hands with all his might. The old Chen finally came to ease the 

situation and release both of them from this standstill. n𝔬𝗏𝑒)𝓵𝐛-1n 

"Ruth, let him go… he is just a teenager." Master Chen requested with a 
persuasive tone. After struggling for few more minutes, Ruth took back her 
hands as she can't dominate Das. 

"If you dare to insult me next time… I will fucking kill you with my bare hands." 
Ruth gave a strong warning before she left with a fuming raze. Das completely 
ignored her threats. Even though he can't fully negate her… he can easily 
block her. 

"Haha… Young man, you are rally capable. Haha…" master Chen laughed 
happily after Ruth left from the Scene. 

"Master Chen… when will you start my training?" Das asked directly. 

"Haha… young man… first tell me your name. I'm really curious how you 
blocked that muscel lady." Master Chen asked with a curious look. 

"My name is Mohan Das. As for the later question… I really have good 
strength." Das replied with straight face. 

"If you already have good strength, then why did you come here?" Master 
Chen asked with an interesting look. Instead of directly answering his 
question… Das first explained him about the blood duel between Reddy family 
and Shetty family. 

"So, you want me to prepare you for that fight?!" Master Chen asked as he 
seriously thinking about Das's motive. 



"Yes… I want to improve my control, instinct and most importantly capability to 
fight a mob. Can you help me, Master Chen?" Das asked after a brief moment 
of silence. 

"Das… I already gave my promise… so I won't deny your request." 

"But if you want to train at my place… you have to follow whatever I say. Can 
you do that?" 

Note: Thank you for reading... Don't forget to vote power stones. 

 Chapter 77 : Conditions 

"Tell me Das… Are you ready to do it?" Master Chen asked with a serious 
look. Das went to deep thought after listening to Chen's request. He is thinking 
about the motive behind Old Chen's condition. But finally, he agreed to Chen's 
condition trusting his natural instinct. 

"Master Chen I will do whatever you ask me to… help me in training." Das 
said while bowing his head in respect. 

"Then listen carefully… Das. I can only spend two hours on you. You should 
be here, on every day morning by seven O'clock and clean this entire floor. 
After that I will start my training according to your request." Master Chen 
replied with a straight face. Das took a long moment to understand his words. 

"What do he mean by clean this entire floor… It has the area of five basket 
balls courts!" Das thought inside… but he did not object Master Chen as he 
already agreed to his condition. 

What Das don't know was Master Chen already decided to give a hard 
training to Das after seeing his encounter with Ruth as he successfully 
blocked her attack with full force. After dealing with Master Chen, Das left the 
training facility and started his journey towards the brothel house. 

Das stopped his bike in the middle of the journey and entered inside an Apple 
to store to buy a new Mac book for Leela. Das promised her a long time ago… 
finally he got some time to buy this for her. 

Das directly selected the top model in the store and he also took a new 
iPhone to replace the old antique phone in his hands. After successfully 



processing the bill… Das left the store with a brand-new MacBook and 
iPhone. 

At night eight O'clock Das reached the brothel house. After parking the bike, 
Das walked inside through side gate. The hotel is still empty with very few 
people inside. 

As usual Leela is working at the reception area with her head down. With a 
happy smile Das walked near the desk. 

"You took more than three days leave. Why are you so busy, like a prime 
minister?..." Leela questioned as Das reached the reception. 

"Why are you worrying about my absence?... By any chance did you fall for 
me?" Das asked in reverse with wide grin. Leela instantly got irritated after 
listening to his teasing words. 

"It will only happen in your dreams. No one is worried about you and I'm just 
asking casually." Leela replied while turning back her focus on to work. 

"Haha… don't get angry little girl. I'm just teasing you." Das replied while 
placing the new laptop box on the reception desk. 

"Wahhh… did you brought a MacBook!!!..." Leela gave an amazed expression 
while taking the laptop box into her hands. 

"Open the box… Don't stare at it like an idiot." Das commented as she is 
checking the box on all sides. Ignoring his cursing, Leela peeled the 
transparent wrapper on the box in a delicate manner. She is treating it like a 
treasure box. 

Finally, after taking out all the documents and user guides… Leela switched 
on the new Mac. As the cursive hello words appeared on the screen… her 
petite lips turned into a beautiful concave shape. 

"How is it? Do you like it…?" Das asked as she is completely involved in the 
setting up of Mac. 

"It's really pretty. I thought you would bring a cheap Ch*** brand laptop. But 
you really gave a huge surprise. The Mac is really slim and nice." Leela 
replied with a happy smile. 



(I'm really sorry if I offended any Ch*** people… But the electronics from Ch** 
had a great reputation around the world. :-() 

"What are you two love birds discussing...?" John came walking with a loud 
shouting. Leela who got completely immersed in the laptop completely 
ignored John's remarks. Instead of cursing John for calling her a love bird… 
she greeted him with a wide smile. 

"John… come. Look at this thing… Isn't it pretty?" Leela asked while turning 
the laptop towards John direction. John who expected a cursing got 
dumbfounded at her wide smile. After seeing the new laptop on her hands… 
he finally understood what was happening. 

"Das, you are really spoiling this hard-working girl." John commented while 
patting Das on shoulder. 

"I'm just reducing her burden… don't think too much." Das replied casually. 

"Don't waste your money on these electronics. Did you forget your first day in 
this happy house!?" John asked with a sly laughter. 

"Don't worry John… At present I have a enough money to spend and I think I 
forgot to mention you this… now I have villa at the Film city area." Das replied 
with a goofy look. n/-O𝓥ℯ𝓵𝓫In 

"Hmmhh… It's just a villa. Why are you boasting it like a Taj Mahal." John 
commented with frown. 

"Haha… John, are you jealous by any chance. Because, you face is little 
funny." Das replied with a hearty laughter while clutching his stomach. Even 
Leela also started laughing after seeing the uncomfortable look on Das face. 

"Stop laughing.... Das, I heard a crazy rumour about you. But I still can't 
believe that news." John said trying to divert the topic. 

"What is it…?" Das asked in a questioning manner. 

"Someone said you placed a twenty thousand crores bet against Shetty family 
in the upcoming challenge between Reddy family and Shetty family. Is it true? 
Or is it just a rumour." John asked with a long stare at Das face. 



Leela also listened to John's question with more curiosity. After a brief 
moment of silence Das replied on John's question. 

"Yes… the news you received is accurate." I challenged the Shetty family to 
place a twenty thousand crores bet in the upcoming Blood Duel. Das said with 
a straight face. John looked at Das face for a brief moment to trust his words. 

"Stop speaking nonsense. If you really have twenty thousand crores… why 
would you even work here?" Leela asked with weird look even before John 
reacted to Das's reply. 

____ 

Note: Thank you for your support... There will be some intense fights in the 
upcoming chapters. Don't forget to rate the book a five stars. 

Chapter 78 : Training 

"It is true that I bet twenty thousand crores. But the bet still not finalised as 
that much amount is also a huge number for Shetty family." Das replied 
calmly. 

"Ohh… now it makes sense." Leela said as she turned her attention on to the 
new MacBook. 

"John… don't think about it. I'm going to select the girls for foreign customers." 
Das said while leaving towards the first-floor hall. 

The night went peacefully… After saying a good bye to Ria and Leela, Das 
informed John and left the brothel at one O'clock in the mid night. As he need 
to attend the training, Das slept early in his room. 

Next day morning he woke up earlier than usual time and informed Stella 
before leaving for the training facility. By the time he reached the top floor of 
the training centre, Master Chen is already waiting for him with a mop and a 
bucket. 

Without asking another word, Das started cleaning the entire hall. Within half 
an hour Das cleaned the entire floor neatly and reported back to Master Chen. 
Master Chen then ordered him to wear the fighter uniform of this training 
centre. 



Later, Das stood inside the fighting ring while facing two strong body builders. 

"Das these two people are the strongest of this training centre… they will 
attack you for half an hour without stopping. But you should not fight back." 
Master Chen said as he stood outside the fighting ring. 

"If I can't fight back… what should I do?" Das asked in a questioning look. 

"Defend… you should only block their moves." 

"Start…!" Master Chen cried out with a loud shout and the two strong men 
started their attacking. 

'Ten moves… Just Ten moves…' Das already fell flat on the floor. The people 
who stood outside the ring started laughing loudly. 

"Again!..." Master Chen cried out and the fight began. After fifteen of 
continuous struggle, Das successfully found the rhythm and started blocking 
each attack from both the fighters. But the dark reddish bruises appeared on 
his face… as he received few strong punches because of the coordinated 
attacks. 

Master Chen suddenly signalled another man to join the fight. The pressure 
increased on Das and he received consecutive punches. After another fifteen 
minutes… Master Chen put an end to this one side attack and asked Das to 
put on the ice pack. 

Later Master Chen took Das to a dark room and asked him to stand behind a 
thick cloth. Das who stood leisurely, suddenly received a strong punch on his 
bruised face. Before he checks out his face another punch came through the 
thick clothes. 

'Concentrate…' 

A loud shout came from Master Chen. Das immediately blocked the next 
punch. As he can't see the person… he needs to be alert and react in time to 
block the punch. After blocking third punch, A sudden a punch came towards 
his face…. 

But instantly his special vision activated and the thick cloth became 
transparent. He is directly looking at the person who is releasing the punches. 



From there on Das started blocking every punch… After ten minutes Master 
Chen suddenly stooped the punching. 

"How did you do it...?" Master Chen asked with a confused look. 

"Oh… Sry. You please continue… "Das said as he closed his eyes. He 
actually continued to use his special vision to defend the sudden punches. 
After closing the eyes… it became super hard to defend the punches. 

But he patiently waited and trained his instinct even though the punches are 
raining on his body. After another twenty minutes of this blanket training… 
Master Chen again gave ten minutes break for Das. 

"Not bad… I thought you will give up on the first day. But you held up pretty 
much to the end." Master Chen said as he took his to a large stadium size 
grass field. 

"Why did you bring me here...?" Das asked with a confused look as the entire 
field is an empty area. 

"Wait a minute… it's also part of your training." Master Chen walked near a 
transport van which is placed near the them and opened the back door. 
Immediately a large number of chickens rushed and ran wildly on the open 
field. 

"Das, these are the village chicken… each cost a thousand rupees. There are 
a hundred of them on the field. What you have to do is capture every single 
one of them and place them back inside this van. After that you can take leave 
for today." Master Chen said before leaving Das alone on the open field. 
n𝑂𝑽𝔢-𝓵𝓫)1n 

"By the way Das, these chickens are fed with alcohol... So, be careful, they 
will fight back." Master Chen mentioned before leaving. Das left alone with a 
van and hundred alcoholic chickens on a foot ball court sized open place. 

Instead of cursing the old trainer, Das started focusing on the task. He ran 
directly into the mob of chickens and held more than four chicken at a time 
and added locked them inside the van. 

But the task became more hectic as the number of chickens reduced on the 
field. He started picking one chicken at a time. As the time continued the task 
became more and more troublesome. 



Das already received several pecks on his body which are bleeding drop lets 
of blood. Finally, after two hours, Das locked up the last chicken inside the 
van. With a bruised face and blood marks all over his body, Das walked into 
the wash room of the training centre. 

But Master Chen stopped him at the door and asked him to take dip in the 
wooden barrel which is filled with a negative degree cold water. Like an 
obedient student Das directly soaked his entire body in that bone chilling cold 
water. 

As the time goes on, he got acclimatised with the water temperature and 
started feeling strange relaxation and excitement. 

"This will be your daily routine… See you tomorrow." Master Chen said as he 
left to attend the other trainers. 

While leaving the training facility Das saw Ruth aunty who is demonstrating a 
leg move. But he ignored her and left the training centre as he is getting late 
for the college. 

Note: Actually the training part should be in modern methods... but i changed 
it into this funny training methods. We will change the methods as the training 
continues. Thank you for reading and your continuous support. 

Chapter 79 : Emma  

Note: Emma is the daughter of the Patel family head who is a widow aunty 
with 33 years old. If you still can't remember... please read chapter 46: 
Mother&Daughter. 

***************************--------------------------------****************** 

*********** 

After coming out of the training centre Das started his journey towards his 
college. As he reached near the college, a mob suddenly blocked his path. 
The mob looked like a gang of fighters with a hockey sticks and cricket bats in 
their hands. 

With one glance, Das understood that they are purposefully blocked him just a 
hundred meters away from his college. 



"What do you want...?" Das asked while staring at the mob without any fear. 

"Haha…" 

laughter of a teenage girl came from behind the mob. Das saw a petite figure 
who sat on the car dome as the mob moved away from his view. After close 
look Das recognised the teenage girl. 

She is Emma, the daughter of the Patel family head. Das saw her when he 
went to invite the Patel family to Luna's birthday party. At that time, the Patel 
family head Maria, the widow women behaved like responsible person even 
though her daughter is making mess. 

"Maybe she came here to take revenge..." Das though while thinking about 
Emma's relation with the Reddy family young master, Richard. 

"If you want to say anything… say it faster. I'm getting late for my college." 
Das shouted again as there is no response from this mob. 

"Haha… Don't worry. You won't be able to attend the college after I deal with 
you." Emma said in a laughing tone as she is enjoying this dominant feeling. 

"Why are you blocking my path…?" Das asked in a calm tone. 

"Of course, to beat you into a pulp. How can you escape after messing with 
my love life. You are the reason for Richard's marriage with a widow. Because 
of you, Richard left me… and marrying that chief minister daughter. So, I'm 
going to make you regret it for your entire life time." Emma said with blood 
shot eyes after seeing the relaxed expression on Das face. 

"Miss, why are explaining all this. Tell me, what should we do. If you say a 
single word, our people will kill him on the spot." One of the subordinates who 
came with the mob spoke in a razed voice. 

"Nooo… don't kill him. I want him alive. Beat him into a pulp… For his entire 
life he needs to stay on the hospital bed. I want him to regret his doing for his 
entire life." Emma said while staring at Das with an evil look. 

"Don't worry… Miss. We will follow your command." The subordinate replied 
with a nod. 

'Tic… Tic…' 



 Das made a loud snapping sound from his fingers and all the mob turned 
their focus on to Das. 

"If any one of have a wife and children… I suggest you to leave now. Once I 
started… I won't show any mercy." Das replied as he got up from the bike. 

'Hahaha…' A loud laughter came from the mob. 

"Miss, we don't even need to beat him. Look at his face… someone must 
have already thrashed him." One of the subordinates said after seeing the 
Das face in a close distance. 

Das was already in a great frustration because of the one side attack during 
the training. But now he got a chance to release all that frustration. 

Boom*** 

Das directly lifted his leg and kicked the person chest who came to beat him 
with bare hands. Das did not stop after that, he continued to move forward 
while stretching his hands. 

Boom***… BOOM*** 

the punches rained down as he moved forward through that mob. While 
delivering the punches, Das tried to not to hit them on the head as he don't 
want cause any permanent damage to this small mob. 

All it took was ten minutes… every single person from the mob lied down on 
the ground with broken bones. Das straightened his shirt as he moved closer 
to Emma who stood with a dumbfounded face. 

Her body started shaking as Das walked closer to her. Das directly stood 
before her in a hair line distance. 

"This time I'm letting you go, because of your mother. If you repeat this again, 
that will be your last day on earth." Das warned her in a cold tone while staring 
right into her eyes. Emma did not even dare to utter a single word after 
listening to his bone chilling tone. 

She started crying after a moment as Das still stood before her face with cold 
stare. After seeing her pitiful face, Das turned back. Without caring about the 
wailing mob and a crying girl, Das left for the college. 



"Haaa… it really feels amazing to teach a lesson to these crybabies." Das 
thought as he rode the bike towards the college. 

By the time he reached the class room… he is already half an hour late to the 
first class. Without asking any questions teacher Rosie allowed him inside the 
class. 

"What happened...?" Sheela asked as he sat in the last bench. 

"Just some bruise marks… don't worry. I'm fine." Das replied as he shared the 
text book with her. 

"I don't believe you. Look at your body, there are several small wounds." 
Sheela replied worriedly in a small murmuring tone. 

"It's alright… I will explain you later. First turn your head, the teacher is looking 
at us." Das said as he pinched on her waist. 

As the table covering half of their body… no one noticed their romance. The 
classes continued… the morning two classes finished with in two hours. Das 
is enjoying his sweet time with Sheela as they were touching each other in an 
appropriate way under the table. 

Even though Sheela got little shy with the romance part… she did not reject 
his hand, rubbing on her thighs. 

But Das's ex-lover Moni saw their secret romance as she is taking glances at 
Das. She finally understood that she can't take back Das. With a disappointed 
face she also stood up to have lunch at Canteen. 

"Stop… we also need to go for lunch." Sheela said pointing at the empty class 
room. 

"You are my lunch." Das said as he kissed her on the lips. 

Note: As the Zebra organisation head Natalia is going enter in Das life... We 
will level up our hero. Get ready for intense action with the Patel family aunty 
who is a widow from thirteen years. She needs some irrigation to her dry land. 

Request : Please take a moment to rate the book a five star. Thank you for 
your support. 
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Chapter 80 : Property Registration 

Note: I'm really sorry for the late release. Today i had a lot of work in the lab. I 
promise that I will make up for mistakes. I will release one more chapter 
shortly by today night, so stay tuned. Thank you for your support and 
understanding. 

*******************************--------------------------------------******** 

************************** 

After having little sweet time with Sheela… Das took her to Canteen. Ignoring 
the constant stares of the other students, Das continues to behave freely with 
Sheela. While in the middle of their meal, Moni brought her sister Amy and sat 
opposite to Das. 

Das did not understand why this sister pair is concentrating on him. Even 
though he had a great time with Amy during the night where he saved her 
sister Moni… he still did not have good opinion of this sister pair. 

While Sheela is looking at the sisters in a confused face, the two sisters 
started having their meal without caring about Sheela. 

"What do you want...?" Das asked as they behaving oddly. 

"Nothing… we are having our meal." Amy replied with a poker face. 

"Then why are you sitting here...? There are lot of empty benches in the 
canteen." Das asked again. Moni stood up to leave as Das is directly 
questioning their presence… but her sister Amy pulled her back. 

"We will sit where ever we want. If you want, you can leave with your pinky 
girlfriend." Amy replied with a gnashing teeth. Das finally understood the 
problem… Amy is feeling jealous of Sheela. 

"She must have developed feeling for me." Das thought while thinking about 
the blowjob she gave. 

Before Das gave a reply to this cheeky Lolli… Das's new iPhone started 
ringing with a classic ringtone. While Das answering the call, Amy's entire 
focus went on his new iPhone. 



"Das, my father is asking for you. He wants complete the property sale… my 
father also called the registration officers to my house. So, come quickly." 
Luna informed from the other end. Das replied a simple yes to her and 
disconnected the call. 

"Sheela, I'm really sorry. I need to leave… it's important." Das said as he 
stood up to As Das and Sheela were leaving by holding hands… Amy looked 
at them with scornful glance. She really is feeling more jealous after seeing 
their intimacy. 

leave. 

"Wait… drop me at the class room… I'm also done here." Sheela replied while 
closing the half-eaten lunch box. Das understood that Sheela is not 
comfortable with these two sisters. 

As Das and Sheela were leaving by holding hands… Amy looked at them with 
scornful glance. She really is feeling more jealous after seeing their intimacy. 

After dropping Sheela at class room, Das left to the Malabar Mountain area. 
Das reached the Reddy family villa at two o'clock in the afternoon. Luna is 
already waiting for him at the entrance with wide smile. 

She took him directly to the hall area… where the family members of the 
Reddy family and two other registration officers are waiting for his arrival. 

While all the family members stood behind the sofa, Das sat on opposite side 
to Reddy family patriarch, old man and young master Richard. The two 
registration officers sat across them. 

"Das, check these documents… every one of my family members signed 
these documents… if you are okey with the documents we will proceed with 
registration." The Reddy family patriarch said while passing the documents. 

Das took the large bundle of papers and first took few photos of the few 
documents and sent them to Stella number. He is acting like he was 
communicating with the buyer from Zebra organisation. Later, Das studied 
each document patiently. 

"Das, the total market value of these properties is more than ten thousand 
crores. But as the buyer is asking a whole sale price, we quote nine thousand 
crores. If the buyer is okey with the price… this deal will be done in an hour as 



the registration officers also prepared everything for the transfer." The Reddy 
family patriarch added as the Das is silently looking at each document. n--
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This is a large amount of transaction… So, Das don't want to make any 
mistakes. After checking the final document Das nodded his head as an 
approval to the total price. Das signed the documents and passed them to the 
registration officers. They started adding stamps and signature to the 
documents without any delay. 

The entire registration process took more than one… finally after finishing 
procedure, the Reddy family patriarch placed the documents in Das hands. 
Das again took the document pictures and sent them to Stella's number. 

As he already login to the skull organisation web site, Das transferred the nine 
thousand crores to Reddy family patriarch's foreign bank account. After 
confirming the deposit, a wide grin appeared on the stoic face of the Reddy 
family patriarch. 

"Das, you did a great help in this crisis time. Thank you for your efforts." The 
patriarch replied happily while checking deposited amount on laptop screen. 

"Haha… Patriarch I just did what I can. My survival is also depending on your 
family. So, please make some concrete preparation for the upcoming blood 
duel." Das replied modestly without showing any pride. 

"At least you know your place...!!" The chief minister daughter, Ember 
commented with a scornful look. But Das completely ignored her harsh 
remarks. He don't want to argue with this brainless lady. 

Ember thought she got upper hand as Das sat silently without confronting her. 
Das spent another half an hour in Reddy family villa and discussed about the 
present situation of the Shetty family's recruitments. 

Das got shocked after learning that the Shetty family is spending more than 
ten thousand crores to recruit fighters for the upcoming blood duel. Even the 
Reddy family patriarch did not expect that the Shetty family will spend that 
much. 

Finally, after saying good bye to the old man and the Reddy family patriarch… 
Das left the villa. Luna followed Das to give a send-off. While looking at the 
receding Das and Luna… an evil grin appeared on Ember's face. 



Before saying a good bye to Das, Luna gave a sweet kiss and left hurriedly 
from the parking lot. (Of course, no one is there on the surroundings.) 

The time is still four O'clock in the evening. So, Das decided to go to his villa 
at the film city as he wants to spend some time with the baby. But what Das 
don't know was the Patel family head Maria is searching for him. 

Note: One more chapter will fallow tonight. Thank you for reading. Please 
leave some comments about story pacing. Should i speed up the story...? 

 

 


